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INSTRUCTION: Answer all questions 

1.FUNCTION SKILL 

a)Your school has organized a fundraiser, In a month time, In aid of the construction of a new 

classroom block, You have offered your mobile phone as one of the prizes to be won in the 

ongoing sciences competition, Write a letter to your parent to request him or her to attend the 

function and the bring along your mobile phone.                                                             (12mrk) 

b)Create a diary with eight entries for the day of fundraiser.                                              (8mrk) 

 2.CLOSE TEXT                       (10mrk) 

Fill the gap in the following passage with the most suitable word  

The----------------of the school term and beginning --------------------------the school holiday bring 

much needed relief to student ---------------------those who are in boarding school. Having been --

-----------school for thirteen week, It  goes without saying that student --------------------mere than 

willing to get out of the school gates, sadly some student -----------------delay their journey home 

and spend time in town centre’s, Due to peer ---------------------------,Some even ---------------in 

risky behavior ,such behavior may not --------------------------affect their well-being  now ,but also 

their life in ---------------------.  

                3.ORAL SKILLS (20MRK) 

a)Homophones are words that spelt differences but pronunciation the some way, provide 

homophones the following words.                                      (5mrk) 

i) Ate 

ii) One 

iii) Sun 

iv)Click 

v) Die 



b) Write two sentences in each of the following words to bring out two differences meaning 

(6mrk) 

i) Bank 

ii) Lead 

iii) Close 

c) Identify the silent letters in each of the following words     (5mrk) 

i) Could 

ii) Where 

iii) Comb 

iv) Psychology 

v) Dormitory 

d) Give the expression you will use for the following situation     (4mrk) 

i) When you borrow a pen from your friend-------------------------- 

ii) When you are apologizing to your class teacher for your mistake ----------- 

iii) When you want to approach the teacher on duty for permission ------------ 

iv) When your mother gave you a glass of milk at noon------------------ 

                                           GRAMMAR (20MRK) 

a) Fill in the blank using simple present form of the verb in bracket    (4mrk)  

i) My luggage --------------------------very heavy.(be) 

ii) Omindo and khaemba ----------------------- at sugar factory (work) 

iii) Each athletes ------------------their exercise early in the morning (do) 

iv) He normally ----------------------------a bus to the city centre’s .(take) 

b) Change the following verb into past tense and indicate whether its regulate or irregular                        

(5mrk) 

i) buy 

ii) Look 

iii) Leave 



iv) Cry 

v) Learn 

c)Choose the correct alternatives from the bracket to fill in the gaps    (4mrk) 

i) Good student do not----------------to bar(goes/go) 

ii) Every child-----------------a good education (deserves/deserve) 

iii) Judges-----------suspect who are a proven guilty (sentences/sentence) 

iv) Our school ---------------not have a dancing club.(do/does) 

d) By giving examples define the term adjectives       (2mrk) 

 

e) Complete the following sentences using the correct comparative form of the adjectives 

given in bracket.                                                                                                                   (5mrk) 

i) A bus is ------------------than a bicycle (expensive) 

ii) July is ----------------------- than December (cold) 

iii) This chair is -----------------then that ore (comfortable) 

iv) A horse is -----------than a donkey (fast) 

v) I am……………. than my elder brother.(big). 

 

                                         


